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Fundamental domains in Teichmüller space

J. rvICCARTHY AND A. PAPADOPOULOS

Abstract. We introduce a natural construction of fundamental domains for actions of suer
groups of the mapping dass group on Teichmüller space and investigate their properties.
These domains are analogous to the classical Dirichlet polyhedra associated to the actions of
Kleinian groups on hyperbolie space.

1. Introduction.
One reason for making a study of the action of the mapping dass group on Teichmüller

space (or on Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space by the sphere of projective
measured laminations) is the expectation that the actions of subgroups will exhibit many of
the interesting properties of the actions of discrete subgroups of PSL(2, C) on hyperbolic
3-space (or its natural compactification by the Riemann sphere). This reason, of course, is
parallel to our motivation for studying, in [MP], the dynamies of the actions of subgroups
of the mapping dass group on Thurston's sphere.

In this paper, as in [MP]' we clevelop this line of thought. Specifically, we discuss a
natural construction of fundamental domains, which are analogous to the Dirichlet poly
hedra of the classical setting, for the actions of subgroups of the mapping dass group on
Teichmüller space. It is weil known that these actions are properly· discontinuous. Indeed,
in [MPJ, we prove a stronger result; Namely, we can define a limit set for the natural
extensions of these actions to Thurston's compactification of Teichmüller space, and the
actions ~e properly discontinuous on the complement of the limit set (up to a set of mea
sure zero on the boundary sphere). Again, this result has a direct analogy in the classical
setting [Th], (without the dause concerning the set of measure zero). Dur aim here is not
to develop the proper discontinuity. Rather, we wish to study these "Dirichlet polyhedra".

The outline of the paper is as follows.
In section 2, we establish notation and recal! same preliminary facts from the theory of

measured foliations, Teichmüller spaces and mapping dass groups which will be used in
the subsequent text.

In section 3, we give the definition of the term "fundamental domain" , which Beardon
uses in his book [Be]. We then de:fine a domain D in Teichmüller space which is associated
to the action of a group~. As in the classical setting, this domain is defined in terms
of equidistant loci and their associated halfspaces. It is weil known that there are several
metrics that one cau define on Teichmüller space, each one of them being natural from
some given point of view. The oue that we use is the Teichmüiler metric, which has been
extensively studied. In particular, we shall use a fact established by Earle [Ea] concerning
the differentiability of the Teichmüller distance.

In section 4, we study the equidistant loci and the associated halfspaces. We establish
that an equidistant locus is an hypersurface separating Teichmüller space into two con
tractible halfspaces. In addition, we show that any two distinct equidistant loci intersect
transversely.
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In section 5, we study the domains referred to above. We establish the fact that these
domains are fundamental domains. Finally, we' discuss the extent to which, as far as we
have been able to establish, our domains share the properties of the classical Dirichlet
polyhedra.

The authors acknowledge support from the Nlax-Plank-Institut für Mathematik (Bonn).

2.Preliminaries.
Let S be a finite type surface of negative Euler characteristic which is not a pair of

pants, and let r be the mapping class group of S. E will denote an arbitrary subgroup of
r, and E* will denote the subset of nontrivial elements in E.

The Teichmüller space T is the space of conformal structures on S up to conformal
automorphisms which are isotopic to the identity. By the uniformization theorem, we
may also consider T as the space of hyperbolic metrics on S up to isometries which are
isotopic to the identity. For simplieity, we only eonsider eonformal structures on S in
whieh the ends of S are eonfonnally isomorphie to punctured discs. From the geometrie
point of view, this means that we assume that the ends of S are eusps in the eorresponding
hyperbolie metrics. The mapping class group r acts in a natural way on T by the "puilback
eonstroction" .

Teichmüller space has a natural topology in which it is homeomorphic to an open ball
of dimension 69 - 6 + 2e where g is the genus of S and e is the number of ends of S. This

. topology may be defined by the Teichmüller metrie p, a eomplete metric with respeet to
which the mapping class group acts as a group of isometries. This metrie is not induced
by a Riemannian metric. Nevertheless, it provides same of the geometry one associates to
Riemannian metries. Indeed, in some respects it behaves better than a generic Riemannian
metric. We are particularly interested in the foilowing features of p.

First of all, as shown by Kravetz [Kr], (7, p) js a straigbt G-space in the sense of
Busemann ([Bu],[AbD. In particular, any two distinct points in T, m and n, are joined
by a unique geodesic segment (i. e. an isometrie image of a Euclidean interval), [m, n], and
lie on a unique geodesic line (i. e. an isometrie image of ll), ,(m, n). This fact is based on
Teichmüller 's Theorem and the foilowing result.

PROPOSITION 2.1. : Let m, n and p be points in T. H p(m, n) + p(n,p) = p(m,p), tben
n lies on [m, p).

PROOF: : See [Ab], page 122. I
As a corollary, we obtain the following fact.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let g be a nontrivial isometry of(T,p). Tben the fixed point set of g
is nowbere dense.

PROOF: : The fixed point set F of g is obviously closed. Henee, it suffices to show that
F has empty interior. Suppose, on the contrary, that g fixes a nonempty open set U. Let
m be a point in U and n be in T. By assumption, g fixes a neighborhood of m in T
and, hence, in ,(m, n). By uniqueness of geodesics, g preserves the line ,(m, n). Eut an
isometry of a line whieh fixes an open interval is the identity. Hence, g fixes n. Since n
was arbitrary, g is the identity. This is the desired contradiction. I

We obtain as a eorollary the following (weil known) fact whieh we shall be using:
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COROLLARY 2.3. Tbere exists a point mo in T whose stabilizer in r is trivial.

PROOF: : Since r is a countable group, this follows immediately from the Baire category
theorem for complete metric spaces. I

Choose a point m in T. Let Pm denote distance from m in T.

(2.1) pm : T -t III X ~ p(x, m).

We shall be interested in the variation of this function. In order to describe this variation,
we must discuss the cotangent space of T at x. vVe shall use the notations of (Ea]. Let
JY be aRiemann surfaee representing x. The cotangent spaee to T at x is canonieally the
vector spaee Q(X) of integrable holomorphic quadratic differentials on X with the' norm,
11Y'1I = f 14'1/2. It is an easy exe~cise to establish that this norm is strietly convex.

The norm actually defines a continuous funetion on the cotangent bundle f : E -t T. Eo
denotes the open set of cotangent veetors of length less than one. If r.p in Eo is a cotangent
veetor at x, (i.e. a quadratie differential on X), the Teichmüller differential lIepllcp/I<p1 on
JY detennines a point g(ep) in T. Indeed, this eonstruetion gives an "exponential"map fl:z:
from the unit ball Qo(X) in Q(X) to T.

THEOREM 2.4 (TEICHMÜllER ). fl:z: : Qo(X) -t T is an bomeomorphism whicb maps
rays in Qo(X) to geodesie rays in T emitting from x.

Earle improved upon Teichmüller 's result:

THEOREM 2.5 [Ea]. fl: Eo -t·T x T is an homeomorpmsm.

Let F : T x T -t Co denote the inverse of fl. Earle computed the differential of pm in
tenns of F.

THEOREM 2.6 ([Ea]). Let m be a point in T. pm is a Cl function on T \ {m} and its
differential is tbe map, x ~ -F(x, y)/IIF(x, y)lI. .

Let Ql(X) be the unit sphere in Q(X). Ir y is a point on a geodesie ray in T emitting
from x which is the image under fl z of a ray {tc.p : 0 :5 t < I} in Qo(X) for <p in Ql (X),
we shall say that Cf' points in the direction of y. From the definition of the map fl, we ean
describe the differential at x.

COROLLARY 2.7. The differential of pm at X is tbe unique unit norm quadratic differential
on X wbicb points in tbe direction opposite to m.

This deseription is what one would expect for a Riemannian metric. The gradient of
the distanee funetion measured from m ought to be tangent to the field of geodesie rays
emitting from m. Earle's result formalizes this intuition.

Let S denote the set of isotopy classes of unoriented, eonneeted homotopieally nontriv
ial simple closed eurves on S which are not homotopie to an end of S. The geometrie
intersection funetion i(,) on S x S is def1ned by the rule:

(2.2) i(o:,ß) = min{cardinality(an b)ja E a,b E ß}.

r acts on S in a natural way. This funetion is clearly symmetrie and r-invanant.
The action of r on S is a faithful action provided that S is not a closed surface of genus

two, a torus with one puneture or a sphere with four punetures. In each of these cases, the
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kernel of the action is a cyc1ic subgroup of order two. (These are the only nontrivial maps
of surfaces of finite type and negative Euler characteristic which preserve every element of
S.) We say that the involution is hypergeometrie.

(2.3) If 9 is an element of r which fixes every simple closed curve in S, then 9 is either
the identity or the bypergeometric involution of a c10sed surface of genus two, a
torus ,vith one puncture or a sphere with four punctures.

By associating to each element 0 of S the length l(m, 0) of the corresponding geodesie
on X we obtain a length function, which is evidently r -invariant:

(2.4) l(gm, go) = l(rn, 0:) for a1l gEr, mET, 0 E S.

We may choose a finite family A of simple closed curves in S such that the elements of
S are parametrized by their geometrie intersection with A:

(2.5) iE i(ß, a) =i(1',0) for a11 a E A, tben ß =,.
We shall say that A is a coordinate system.

The r -invanance of i implies that r acts on coordinate systems. The stabilizers of this
action are finite.

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A be a coordinate system. The stabilizer of A in r is a finite
group.

PROOF: There is, of course, a subgroup E of finite index in the stabilizer which fixes every
element of A. It suffices to show that E is finite. Suppose that 9 is an element of E. Then:

(1) i(Ci, g-1 ß) = i(go:, ß) = i(0:, ß) for each ß ES, Ct E A.

By the definition of a coordinate system, it follows that g-1 fixes every curve ß in S. By
(2.3), 9 is either the identity or the hypergeometrie involution on S (in the special cases).
Hence, E is of order at most two. I:'

As an immediate consequence, we have:

(2.6) Let A and 8 be coordinate systems. There are at most flnitely many mapping
classes taking A to 8.

Suppose that {gn} is an infinite sequence of distinct mapping classes. Let A be a
coordinate system. By (2.6), the collection of coordinate systems {gn(A)} must be infinite
(though not necessarily distinct). Hence; for some curve 0: in A, {gn(a)} must also be
infinite. By the definition of a coordinate system, the geometrie intersection of these
curves with A must be unbounded. Therefore:

(2.7) for any infinite sequence of distinct mapping c1asses {9n}, tbere exists a pair of
simple c10sed curves, 0 and ß, such that {i(gn( 0:), ß)} is unbounded.

There is a useful inequality relating geometrie intersection and length.

LEMMA 2.9 ((FLPJ). Let m be a point in T. Tbere is a constant C, depencling only on m,
such tbat, for every pair, 0: and ß, of simple c10sed curves in S, one has
i(Ci, ß) ::; Cl(m, Ci )l(m, ß). .

There is anather important inequality, due to Wolpert, relating the length function to
the Teichmüller metric.
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THEOREM 2.10 [WoJ. Assume m and n are points in T and a is in S. Then
l(n, a) :5 eP(m,n) l(m, a).

From this inequality and the previous remarks, we may deduce the proper discontinuity
of the r action (and, hence, of the ~ action).

THEOREM 2.11. r acts properly discontinuously on T.

PROOF: Suppose that I< is a compact subset of T. We wish to show that there are only
finitely many mapping classes 9 in E such that the intersection g( !() n I( is nonempty.
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an infinite sequence {fn} of distinct mapping classes
such that, for every n, fn(K) n !( is nonempty.

Since K is compact, it has a bounded diameter d. Let m be a point in K. Since K
meets fn(K):

(1) for evezy n, p(m, f n(m» :5 2d.

If we consider the sequence of mapping classes {gn}, where gn = /:;1, we may apply (2.7)
to choose simple closed curves, a and ß, such that {i(gn(a), ß)} is unbounded. By (2.4)
and lemma 2.9:

(2) {l(ln(m), a)} = {lern, gn(a»} is unbounded.

On the other hand, by theorem 2.10:

(3) 1(In ( m) , Ci) ~ ep( m ,fn ( m» 1(m, a).

Clearly, (1), (2) aud (3) give the desired contradiction. 11

3. Fundamental domains.
As in Beardon (Be], we define a fundamental domain for the action of ~ on T as follows.

A fundamental set for ~ is a subset of T which contains exactly one point from each orbit in
T. A domain in T is an open subset in T which is homeomorphic to a ball. A fundamental
domain for the action of E on T is a subset D of T which satisfies the following 3 properties:

(3.1) D is a domain in T,

(3.2) tbere is a fundamental set, F, witb D c F c D,

(3.3) an is a connected, properly embedded locally Bat submanifold of codimension one
in T.

We say that the fundamental domain n is locally finite if the following property is also
satisfied:

(3.4) Every compact subset of T meets only finitely many images of Dunder elements
ofE.

Note: This is not the same definition of a fundamental domain as used in [MaJ and
[MP]. The present notion is stronger.

We shall now proceed with the construction of a fundamental domain D for E. In the
subsequent sections, we shall establish that D is a locally finite fundamental domain for E
which is, in some sense, a polyhedron. (vVe shall be more precise below.)

For the remaining discussion, choose a point mo, as in corollary (2.3), which is not fixed
by auy element of E*. Our domain shall be defined exactly as in the classical setting.
Hence, we shall be comparing distances.
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For each 9 in L:*, we have the equidistant loeus tram mo to gmo:

(3.5) Lg(mo) = {m E T!p(m,mo) = p(m,gmo)}.
Note that gmo also satisfies corollary 2.3 and:

(3.6) Lg(mo) = Lg-t (gmo).
We shall denote the points doser to mo as:

(3.7) Hg(mo) = {m E T]p(m,mo) < p(m,gmo)}·
The remaining points in T are denoted as:

(3.8) Eg(mo) = Hg-t(gmo).
We shall refer to Hg(mo) as a halfspace centered at mo and to E g as the exterior balfspace
to mo. (Of course, if we replace mo by gmo, then Eg is a halfspace centered at gmo and
Hg is exterior to gmo. So -this distinction is somewhat artificial.)

The Diricb1et polyhedron for L: centered at mo, D(mo), is deflned by:

(3.9) D(mo) = n{Hg(mo)lg E L:*}.
The c10sed Diricblet polybedron for E centered at mo, ~(mo), is defined in a similar way:

(3.10) ß(mo) = n{Hg(mo)lg E E*}.
The standard argument involving invariance of distance demonstrates that these sets

are natural:

(3.11) h(D(mo)) = D(h(mo») for a11 h E E,

(3.12) h(~(mo») = ß(h(mo) for a11 h E E.

4. Equidistant loci and halfspaces.
We shall need to consider the closecl halfspaces. The following fact is central to our

discussion.

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that mo lies on L g • Then the balf-c1osed interval [mo, m) is contained
in Hg(mo).

PROOF: Suppose that Lg(mo) n (mo, m) is nonempty. Let n be a point of this intersection.
Then:

(1) p(mo, n) + p(n, m) = p(mo, m),

(2) p(mo, n) = p(g(mo), n).

On the other hand, sinee m is in Lg:

(3) p(mo,m) = p(g(mo),m).
Thus, we conclude that:

(4) p(g(mo),n) +p(n,m) = p(g(mo),m).
By proposition 2.1, n lies on [mo, g(mo)J. Clearly, n is not one of the endpoints of this

interval. Hence, by uniqueness of geodesies, it follows that:

(5) ,(mo, m) = ,(mo, n) = ,(mo, gmo).
Now, ...,.(mo, gmo) is isometrie to the r~al line with the standard metric. The points m

and n are each equidistant from the distinct points of this line, mo and gmo. Clearly, this
implies that m is equal to n. This is impossible, since n lies on [mo, m).
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Therefore, [mo, m) is contained in the complement of Lg(mo). The sets, Hg(mo) and
E9 ( mo ), form aseparation of this complement. Since [mo, m) is connected and mo is in
Hg(mo), [mo, m) is containecl in Hg(mo). 1

COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that m lies on Lg • Then the half-open interval from gmo to m
is contained in Eg(mo).

PROOF: This is immediate from (3.6), (3.8) and lemma 4.1. 1
These results yield the desired description of the closed halfspaces.

COROLLARY 4.3.

(a) Hg(mo) = Hg(mo) U Lg(mo) = {m E Tlp(m,mo):5 p(m,gmo)},

(b) Eg(mo) = Eg(rno) U Lg(mo) = {m E Tlp(m,gmo) :5 p(m, mo)},

(c) 8Hg = 8Hg = Lg = BEg = 8Eg,

(cl) Hg = int (Hg) and Eg = int (Eg).

Suppose that m is an element of a subset K of T. \Ve say that I< is starlike at rn if,
for every point n in ](, the geodesie segment from m to n is contained in ](.

It is not clear whether the halfspaces are geodesically convex. This seems unlikely, except
for genus one, where it is true, due to the fact that, in this genus, Teichmüller space with
the Teichmüller metric has constant curvature. We shall be using the following weaker
result:

PROPOSITION 4.4. Hg and Hg are starlike at mo.

PROOF: In view of lemma 4.1 and corollary 4.3( a), it suffices to show that Hg is starlike
at mo. To this end, let m be a point in Hg (mo ). Suppose [mo, m] intersects Lg(mo ).. Since
L g is closed and the interval is compact, we can choose n in [mo, m] such that:

(1) n E Lg(mo) and (n, m] C Hg(mo) U Eg(mo).

Ey lemma 4.1 and the connectedness of (n, m], we conclude that:

(2) [mo, n) U (n, m] C Hg(mo).

Observe that we have shown that, for every point p in Hg, the geodesie segment from p to
mo is contained in Hg.

Now consider the exponential map at mo:

(3) no : Q(Mo) -+ T .
Let I.p be the preirnage of m, no('P) = m. There exists areal number s such that 0 < s < 1
and no( Sl.p) = n.

Choose an open neighborhood U of r.p such that f2o(U) is contained in Hg. The punctured
cone on U:

(4) C(U) = {t~ 10 < t < 1, ~ EU}

forms an open neighborhood of sr.p in Q(lvJo). Ey the observation above and theorem 2.4,
no(C(U») is an open neighborhoocl of n which is contained in Hg. Since n is in Lg, corollary
4.3(c) implies that f2o(C(U) meets Eg • This gives the desired contradiction. I·

This alIows us to sharpen the assertion of lemma 4.1:
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose tbat m lies on L g • Let r(mo, m) be tbe geodesie ray [rom mo tbrougb
m.Th~: .

(a) r(mo, m) n Hg(mo) = [mo, m),

(b) r(mo, m) n Lg(mo) = im},

(c) r(mo, m) n Eg(mo) = r(mo, m) \ [mo, m].

PROOF: By lemma 4.1 and the hypothesis:

(1) [mo, m) C r(mo, m) n Hg(mo),

(2) {m}Er(mo,m)nLg(mo).

In part icular , each point in the closed interval [mo, m] is contained in H g(mo).
Suppose n is contained in a point on the ray which is not on this closed interval. Then

m is in the half-closed interval [mo, n). Hence, by lemma 4.1, n is not in L g • Likewise, by
proposition 4.4, n is not in Hg. Thus:

(3) r(mo, m) \ [mo, m} C r(mo, m) n Eg(mo) = r(mo, m).

Since Hg, Lg, and Eg are disjoint, the result follows immediately. I:
Note: Oue does not need the fuil thrust of theorem 2.4 for the proof of proposition 4.4.

An argument based on corollary 4.3(c) and convergence of sequences of geodesics ([Bu],
chapter 1, (8.14)) would lead to the same contradiction.

Let 8g denote the difference Pgmo - Pmo of the distance functions, Pgmo and Pmo' Let
Jg = ,(mo, gmo) \ [mo, gmo].

LEMMA 4.6. 6g is nondegenerate exactly on tbe complement o[ Jg in T.

PROOF: By corollary 2.7, 6g is nondegenerate at m if and only if mo and gmo are on the
same ray from m. I

PROPOSITION 4.7. L g is a connected, properly embedded C1-submanifold of codimension
one in T.

PROOF: Since L g is closed, it is properly imbedded.
Clearly, UD point of Lg lies on Jg • Hence, by the implicit function theorem, Lg is a CI_

submanifold of codimension one in T. In particular, L g is bicollared in T. (Alternatively,
one can use the rays from mo through L 9 to define a global bicollar on L 9 . )

Teichmüller space is contractible. By proposition 4.4, corollary 4.3 and (3.8), so are Hg
and E g' Since L9 is bicollared, a direct applicat ion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows
that L g has the homology of a point. In particular, Lg is connected. I:

PROPOSITION 4.8. If 9 and h are distinct elements oE:E, tben L g n Lh is eitber empty or
a properly embedded submanifold oE codimension 2.

PROOF: Let x be a point in Lg n Lh. By the implicit function theorem, it suffices to show
that the differentials at x of the functions Og and Oh are linearly independent.

Let a be the unit norm quadratic differential at x pointing in the direction of mo, and
ßI (resp. ß2) the unit norm quadratic differential at x pointing in the direction of gmo
(resp. hmo). Since the points mo, gmo and hmo are distinct points in T at equal distances
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from x, the rays from x to these points are distinct. Hence, the unit norm differentials, 0,

ßl' and ß2, are distinct.
By corollary 2.7, the differential at x of 5g (resp. 5h ) is equal to a - ßl (resp.

a - ß2)' Hence, if these differentials were linearly dependent, 0:, ßl' and ß2 would be
affinely dependent. That is, they would lie on a common Ene (not necessarily passing
through the origin). Since they are distinct unit vectors in Q(x), this would contradict the
strict convexity of the unit sphere in Q( x ). I

We shall now prove some lemmas which will be used in establishing the polyhedral
nature of Dasweil as in the proof that D is a locally finite fundamental domain.

LEMMA 4.9. Let m be a point in T and {9n} be an infinite sequence oE distinct mapping
c1asses in E. Then tbe sequence of real numbers {p(m, 9nmO)} is unbounded.

PROOF: The argument is implicit in the proof of pr?per discontinuity, theorem 2.11. .'

LEMMA 4.10. For any compact set I< in T, tbe set {g E E [ I( is not contained in Hg(mo)}
is finite.

PROOF: Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists an infinite sequence {gn}
of distinct mapping classes in E such that for every n we have I< nE gn (mo) =j: ,p. Choose
a sequence of points, {mn}, such that m n is an element of I( n E 9 n ( mo ). Let m be an
accumulation point of the sequence {mn} in K. By taking a subsequence, we can assume
that m n converges to m. As m n lies in Egn(mo), we have, for every n:

(1) p(mn1 9nmO) ~ p(m n , mo).

Let € be a positive real number. Sinee m n converges to m, there exists an integer no
such that, for every n 2: no, the following two properties hold:

(2) p(mn , mo) $ p(m, mo) + €,

(3) p(m,m n ) $ €.

By using the triangle inequality, we have:

(4) for a11 n ~ no, p(m,9nmo) $ p(m, mo) + 2e,

which shows that the sequence {p(m,gnmO)} is bOWlded. This contradicts lemma 4.9.•'
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma.

COROLLARY 4.11. For any compact set K in T, the set {g E E I ]( n Lg(mo) t: 4>} is
finite.

5. The structure of the fundamental domain.
The following few results give some infonnation on the topology of D and 6..

PROPOSITION 5.1. mo is in the interior of 6..

PROOF: Let I( be a compact neighborhood of mo in T. By Lemma 4.10, there is a finite
subset F of E such that:

(1) far eacb 9 E E \ F, ]( C Hg(mo).

For each element 9 in F, let K g denote the intersection !( n Hg. Since Hg is open, Kg
is a neighborhood of mo in T. The intersection (over all 9 in F) of the sets {Kg } is a
neighborhood of mo in T which is contained in ß .•'
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PROPOSITION 5.2. interior(.6) = D and ß = D.

PROOF: Let m be a point in the interior of ß. In particular:

(1) for evezy 9 E E*, p(m,mo) 5 p(m,gmo).

H, for some 9 in 'E., equality held, then m would be on L 9 ( mo ). By corollary 4.3(c),
interior(ß), being a neighborhood of m, would contain a point n satisfying the strict
inequality, p(n, mo) > p(n, gmo ), which is impossible since i nteriOT ( .6.) is contained in ß.
Therefore, m is in D.

Conversely, let m be a point in D. By lemma 4.10, we can find an open ball U containing
m and a finite subset F of E such that, for each 9 in 'E \ F, U is contained in Hg (mo ). For
each 9 in F, m is in Hg, which is open. Let Ug be equal to U n Hg. The intersection of
the sets {Ug } (over all 9 in F) is an open neighborhood of m contained in ß. Hence, m is
in the interior of 6.. This proves the first assertion.

For the second assertion, we know that D is contained in ß, because 6. is closed. Let
us prove that 6. is contained in D.

Let m be a point in 6.. By definition, for each 9 in E*, we have:

(2) m E Hg(mo) or m E Lg(mo).

Consider the geodesic segment [mo, m] between mo and m. By lemma 4.1 and proposition
4.4, (2) shows that, except possibly for its endpoint m, this segment is contained in D.
Therefore, m is contained in D. I:

Since intersections of sets which are starlike at mo are staxlike at mo, we have an imme
diate corollary of proposition 4.4.

PROPOSITION 5.3. D(mo) and ß(mo) are starlike at mo.

With this, we may deduce the following analogue for aD of proposition· 4.7. The proof
follows the same lines as the proof of this previous proposition. (Note the remark in the
proof concerning an alternative argument for the existence of a bicollar.)

PROPOSITION 5.5. aD is a properly embedded, locally Bat submanifold of codimension
one in T.

The next two lemmas imply the existence of a fundamental set satisfying (3.2).

LEMMA 5.6. For any point minT, the ~ orbit of m intersects D(mo) in at most one
point:

PROOF: Suppose that g1(m) and 92(m) are distinct points in D, where 91 and 92 are
elements of E. Clearly, 91 and g2 are distinct. Hence, the assumption that 91 is in D(mo) .
implies that:

(1) P(91 m, mo) < P(91 m , 9192"
l mo) = p(m, g2" l

mo) = p(92 m , mo).

Similarly, since 92m is in D:

(2) p(92~,nnO) < p(gl~,rnO)'

This gives the desired contradiction. I;
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LEMMA 5.7. For any element m of T, there exists a mapping c1ass h in E such that m is
in 6.(hmo).

PROOF: Suppose, on the ccntrary, that m is not in 6.(hmo) for any h in "E. Then we can
find an infinite sequence {gn} cf distinct mapping classes such that:

(1) .... < p(m,g2mo) < p(m,glmo) < p(m,mo).

This implies that the sequence of real numbers {p( m, gnmO)} is bounded, in contradiction
to lemma 4.9. 1

The next result follows from lemma 4.10.

PROPOSITION 5.8. For any compact set K in T, tbe set {g E r.: II( n6.(gmo) 1= 0} is finite.

PROOF: Hg is not the identity, then, by the definition of 6.(gmo), (3.6), (3.8) and corollary
4.3, we have:

(1) 6.(gmo) C Hg -l(gmO) = Eg(mo).

Again, by corollary 4.3, the result fellows immediately from lemma 4.10. I'
We have established all the necessary facts to deduce the main result.

THEOREM 5.9. D is a locally finite fundamental domain for the action of E on T.

PROOF: Condition (3.1) is implicit in propositions 5.2 and 5.3, (3.2) in proposition 5.2
and lemma 5.7, (3.3) in proposition 5.5 and (3.4) in propositions 5.8. I·

We shall elose with abrief discussion of the polyhedral nature of D.
By proposition 5.2, every point of an lies on at least Olle hypersurface Lg(mo). On

the other hand, by corollary' 4.11, every point in T lies on at most finitely many such
hypersurfaces (for a D.xed mo). We shall say that a point of 8D lies on a face of D ( or
of ß) if it lies on exactly one hypersurface. If 9 is an element of E, the g-face Fg of n is
the set of points of an which lie only on the hypersurface Lg(mo). (Therefore, m is on a
face of D if and only if, for some 9 in E, m is on Fg .)

Suppose that x is a point in T and n is in the E orbit of mo. We say that x is dosest
to n if p(x, n) is less than or equal to p(x, hmo) for all h in E.

PROPOSITION 5.10. Let x be a point in T. x is on Fg(mo) if and only if x is c10sest to
exactly two points of the "E orbit of mo, mo and gmo.

PROOF: Given proposition 5.2, the proof is a trivial exercise in the definitions. I;

COROLLARY 5.11. Fg(mo) = Fg-l (gmo).

COROLLARY 5.12. Fg(mo) C ß(mo) n 6.(gmo) C Lg(mo).

COROLLARY 5.13. Let x be a point oE ~(mo) n .6.(gmo). x is on a face of D(mo) jf and
only ifx is on a face oE D(gmo}. Ifx is on a face oE D(mo), then x is on Fg(mo).

We observe that, in particular, the notion of being "on a face "is independent of which
"copy)'of D we consider. This, of course, is a property we would ask of any reasonable
notion of a tesselation.
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PROPOS ITIO N 5.14. There exists an element g of 'E sueh that Fg ( mo) is nonempty.

. PROOF: This follows immediately from propositionS 4.8 and 5.5. vVe shall, however, give
more explicit information.

Let g be an element of 'E. such that mo is closest to gmo:

(1) p(mo, gmo) :s p(mo, hmo) for a11 h in E·.

Let m be the midpoint of [mo, gmo]. Suppose that m is not closest to ffio:

(2) p(mo, hmo) < p(m, mo) for same h in E·.

Then, by the triangle inequality:

(3) p(mo, hmo) ~ p(mo, m) +p(m, hmo) < 2p(mo, m) = p(mo, gmo).

This contradicts the choice of g. Hence, m is closest to mo:

(4) p(m, ffio) = p(m, gmo) ~ p(m, hmo) for a11 h in E.

Thus, by proposition 5.2, m is in 8n n L g •

Suppose that m lies on another hypersurface L h • Since mo, gmo and hmo are distinct
points equidistant from the midpoint of [mo, gmo], hmo does not lie on ,(mo, gmo ). Hence,
by proposition 2.1:

(5) p(mo, hmo) < p(mo, m) + p(m, hmo) = p(mo, gmo).

Again, this contradicts the choice of g. Therefore, m lies on exactly one hypersurface
L g ( mo). This shows that m is in Fg ( mo). I:'

PROPOSITION 5.15. Fg is an open subset of an.

PROOF: Suppose that m is on Fg(m.o). By lemma 4.10, we may choose a neighborhood
U of mo and a finite subset F of E such that U is contained in H h ( mo) for all h in E \ F.
For each element h of F \ {g}, let Uh denote the intersection UnHh. Since m is in ß
and lies on only one hypersurface L g , Uh is an open neighborhood of m for each such h.
The intersection V of the sets {Uh} (over h in F \ {g}) is an open neighborhood of m
which is contained in Hh(mo) for all h in E \ {g}. The intersection of V with an gives a
neighborhood of m in an entirely contained in Fg • I
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PROPOSITION 5.16. Tbe unio:p. of tbe [aces of an is adense open subset of an.

PROOF: The complement of this union consists of points which, by proposition 4.8 and
corollary 4.11, lie on a locally finite union of codimension oue submanifolds of an. This
set is closed and nowhere dense. Hence, the union is adense open subset. I

We have been unable to decide whether the boundary is stratified by the intersections
of closures of faces. Indeed, we do not know whether the closure of Fg is equal to the
intersection ß n L 9 .

We note that the structure which we have developed is sufficient to deduce that the
group E is generated by face pairing transformations. We say that an element 9 of E
is a face pairing transformation of D(mo) if Fg(mo) is nonempty. By proposition 4.8,
corollary 5.12 and proposition 5.15, this amounts to the assertion that ß(mo) n ß(gmo)
has nonempty interior in aDemo).

THEOREM 5.17. E is generated by tbe face pairing transformations of D(mo).

PROOF: The proof is analogous to aue that can be done in the case of I<leinian groups:

Let h be an element of E. Clearly, mo is in n(mo) and hmo is in D( hmo). Let a: be a
path in T from mo to hmo. By propositions 5.1,5.2,5.5 and 5.8, we mayassume that, for
all 9 in E, Cl: is transverse to aD(g mo) and intersects aD(gmo) only in points on faces of
D(gmo).

As we traverse Q, we encounter various copies of our domain:

(1) D(himo) O<i:=;n

such that:

(2) ho = 1 and hn = h,
(3) 0;f Fgj(himo) C ß(himo) nß(hi+1mO) I:=; i :5 n

where:'

(4) hi+l = gihi.

We shall prove, by induction, that hi is a product of face pairing transformations of D( mo)
for 1 < i :5 n.

By definition, h1 is a face pairing transformation. Suppose that hi is a product of face
pairing transformations. Ey conjugating (3), we obtain:

(5) 0;f Fh;"lhi+l (mo) C ß(mo) n 6.(hi 1h i+1mO).

This implies that hi 1h i +1 is a face pairing transformation. But:

(6) h i+1 = hi(h;lhi+l).

Hence, hi+1 is a product of the desired type. I;
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